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FIBRASHOP ANNOUNCES CONSOLIDATED RESULTS 

FOR THE THIRD QUARTER OF 2014 
  

 Total operating income in the quarter, which consists of rental and 
maintenance income, amounted to Ps. 150.48 million, representing an 
increase of 23.5% compared to the previous quarter and 130.55% when 
compared to the same year ago quarter. Nevertheless, FibraShop initiated its 
operations during the third quarter 2013 and the quarter was not complete; if 
we adjust the information in a linear form to reflect a complete quarter, the 
operating income represents an increase of 69.8%1. 

 Considering same-shopping centers (which represent 8 shopping centers 
within the contribution portfolio), the total operating income increased 14.0% 
compared to the same year ago quarter when adjusted for full quarter 
operations. 

 Net Operating Income (“NOI”) this quarter amounted to Ps. 105.59 million2, 
representing an increase of 31.1% compared to the prior quarter and 119.1% 
when compared the same prior year quarter. As mentioned, given that 
FibraShop began its operations during the third quarter and it did not record 
a complete quarter, if the information is adjusted in a linear form to reflect a 
complete quarter, NOI would have increased 61.3% in the quarter. 

 NOI margin over total operating income amounted to 70.17%, representing 
an increase of 406 basis points, or 6.15% compared to the previous quarter. 

 If we annualize NOI in a simple form (multiplying by 4 this current quarter) 
NOI would be approximately Ps. 422 million for the 12-month period. It is 
worth noting that three shopping centers from the KIMCO portfolio did not 
contribute revenues to the full quarter (only 49 days).  

 

 

 

                                                           
1 During the third quarter of 2013 the Company began its operations and only operated 67 days, and thus, 

for comparison purposes we are adjusting to a 91-day period. 
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 On August 11, we announced the acquisition of the shopping center Las 
Misiones, which was paid in full on October 15 for Ps. 450 million in cash and 
10,489,146 in CBFIs. Las Misiones has a GLA of 51.1 thousand square 
meters and generates a net operating income (NOI) of Ps. 66.3 million, with 
an occupancy rate of 86.1%. The CAP rate for the initial acquisition is 10.5%, 
which can increase to 10.8% once occupancy is up to 95%, since current 
vacant spaces will be paid as they are leased at a CAP rate of 11.5%. 

 On August 13, 2014, we completed the acquisition of KIMCO’s portfolio, 
which includes three shopping centers, amounting to Ps. 1,460.78 million and 
a GLA of 119 thousand square meters with an occupancy rate of 85%. The 
stabilized CAP rate of the portfolio with an occupancy rate of 95% will 
increase to approximately 9.6%. Said CAP rate includes the initial payment, 
a payment made in six months for the two adjacent pieces of land amounting 
to Ps. 32.2 million, as well as Ps. 57.7 million related to the payment of the 
vacant spaces at Los Atrios in two years. The expected NOI for these three 
plazas once stabilized will be approximately Ps. 150 million.   

 NOI proforma from January to June 2014 amounted to Ps. 257.4 million, 
assuming that FibraShop had during the period all of its 14 shopping centers 
that are part of its current portfolio. If we annualized the figures by multiplying 
in a simple form the figures recorded in the first half of the year, the annual 
NOI would be of Ps. 514.8 million. 

 The occupancy rate of the GLA of the13-shopping centers that comprised out 
portfolio at the close of September 30, 2014, stood at 92%. It is represents 
the combination of the 10 shopping centers, which were part of the portfolio 
during the prior quarter and have an occupancy rate of 96%, together with the 
three shopping centers that conform the KIMCO Portfolio, which have an 
occupancy rate of 85%. 

 On September 18, the Technical Committee agreed to pay an anticipation of 
the annual distribution of Ps. 95.52 million corresponding to the third quarter 
of 2014, and which was paid on October 6, 2014. Of the total distribution, Ps. 
26.33 million corresponded to the fiscal result of the third quarter (PS. 0.0744 
per CBFI) and Ps. 69.19 million corresponding to the fiscal depreciation and 
other differences in the financial and fiscal results of the period (Ps. 0.1956 
per CBFI). This amounts to a distribution of Ps. 0.2700 per CBFI. 
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 On September 14, hurricane Odile impacted the Baja California Peninsula. 
The shopping center denominated Paraiso, located in San Jose del Cabo, 
whose construction is of high quality was ready to operate within 5 days of 
the hurricane impact. It reopened to the public on September 30, as soon as 
public services of electricity and water were resumed. 

 At the shopping center named Los Atrios, a fortnight after its acquisition, we 
reached an agreement with Liverpool in order to establish a 6,500 square 
meter Fabricas de Francia store, which is already under construction.  
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Mexico City, Mexico, October 28, 2014 – FibraShop (FSHOP) (BMV: FSHOP13), 
CI Banco, S.A. Institución de Banca Múltiple, Irrevocable Trust F/00854, the first real 
estate trust specialized in shopping centers, announced today its results for the third 
quarter ending September 30, 2014. The results were prepared following the 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and are stated in nominal pesos. 

 

CEO COMMENTS 

Salvador Cayón Ceballos, Chief Executive Officer of FibraShop commented: 

“During the quarter we continued executing our acquisition strategy focused on 

selecting well located properties, with a strong component of high quality national 

and international tenants that generate safe income for FibraShop. We acquire them 

at an attractive market price considering both its rental income, as well as it 

replacement value, which in their majority have also an upside potential, either by 

the optimization of their operations, occupancy improvements or by expanding their 

GLA:   

Following this criteria, as soon as we added Plaza Los Atrios to our portfolio, we 

singed a contract to establish a Liverpool store with 6,500 square meters under the 

format Fabricas de Francia. The store is already under construction. 

As a result of our selective acquisition process, we have acquired six shopping 

centers with a GLA of 232 thousand square meters, representing a growth of 165% 

in only 15 months of operations. 

Through the acquisitions, we have been able to leverage our operating income, and 

our NOI margin has improved from 59.64% in the first quarter of 2014 to 70.17% at 

the close of the third quarter. 

Our NOI grew 31.1% compared with last quarter, and 61.3% compared with the 

same quarter of last year. We went from a 14-cent quarterly distribution to 27 cents 

in only 5 quarters of operation. 

We will continue to focus on the execution of our ambitious business plan, 

committing to transparency, having a solid corporate governance, and seeking to 

generate value for our CBFI holders.” 
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ACQUISITIONS 

 
KIMCO Realty Portfolio (3 shopping centers) 

On August 12, we paid to Kimco Realty Corporation an amount of Ps. 1,460 million 

for the shopping centers known as “Los Atrios” located in the city of Cuautla, 

Morelos, ”Galerias Mall Sonora” located in the city of Hermosillo, Sonora, and 

“Galerias Tapachula” located in the city of Tapachula, Chiapas. KIMCO’s Portfolio 

current occupancy rate is of 85%. 

The stabilized CAP rate of the KIMCO Portfolio, with 95% occupancy of its 
properties, will reach approximately 9.6%. This CAP rate includes both the initial 
payment, as a six-month payment for the two lands that are adjacent to the shopping 
centers for a total amount of Ps. 32.2 million, as well as a payment of Ps. 57.7 million 
to pay for currently vacant stores in Los Atrios within two years.  
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Las Misiones, Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua 

On August 11, we announced the final agreement to acquire the shopping center 
known as Las Misiones, located in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua. The shopping center 
has a GLA of 51,128 square meters. The shopping center also has an expansion 
area of 1,750 square meters, which is currently under construction and not included 
as part of the current GLA. 

Las Misiones is strategically located in the “Golden Zone” of Ciudad Juarez,  in the 
Paseo de la Victoria and Boulevard Teófilo Borunda. The shopping center is 
anchored by Liverpool, Sears, Cinépolis, Sanborns and C&A. Additionally, it has 
other prestigious tenants, among which are McDonald’s, Starbuck’s, Domino’s 
Pizza, GNC and Subway, as well as several banking branches like Bancomer, 
Banamex and Banorte. The parking lot has an annual traffic flow above three million 
cars. 

On October 15, FibraShop bought Las Misiones, paying an initial amount of 
Ps.631.46 million. The payment was comprised of Ps. 450 million in cash and 
10,489,146 CBFIs. 

The shopping center has a current occupancy rate of 86.1% and generates a NOI of 
Ps. 66.3 million. Once the occupancy rate increases to 95%, the Cap rate will amount 
to approximately 10.8%, including the initial payment, the payment for the spaces 
that are currently vacant, and that will be paid every six months during the next two 
years at a Cap rate of 11.5%. 
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OTHER RELEVANT FACTS 

On July 14 FibraShop signed a bank loan of 3,200 million with BBVA Bancomer as 
structuring agent, which also involved Inbursa and Banco Actinver. The financing 
consists of a bridge loan for a period of 12 months and a syndicated credit line of 
seven years for the full amount of the bridge loan. Of this vehicle, we have taken 
1,600 million pesos, so there is another half to dispose. We are currently working 
with rating agencies and intermediaries for the issuance of debt securities 
(certificados bursátiles) in order to expand our debt capacity to 40% of loan to value. 

On September 18, 2014, the CBFI’s Holders Meeting approved the issuance, and in 
case needed, the offer in Mexico and abroad, of up to 375,000,000 (three hundred 
seventy five million) CBFIs. The Holder’s Meeting had a quorum of 72.39%. 

On October 2, FibraShop announced its decision to postpone the follow on offer of 

CBFIs under consideration due to the poor market conditions at that time. As a result, 

the Company will continue monitoring the financial markets in order to spot a new 

window of opportunity to issue equity. That, with the goal of obtaining additional 

resources to continue implementing its ambitious business expansion strategy by 

following its selective shopping center acquisition model, as well as to co-invest in 

certain projects with related and third parties, which will foster additional organic 

growth in the medium and long term. 
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PROGRESS IN THE BUSINESS PLAN 

 

1. Occupancy rate of the shopping centers 
 

During the third quarter, we saw progress in the commercialization of the vacant 
spaces at our shopping centers, which resulted in the following occupancy rates. 

 

Properties (acquired and paid) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Properties

% rented at the 

beginning of 

operations

% rented as of 

2nd. Quarter 

of 2014

% rented as of 

3rd.  Quarter of 

2014

1 Plaza Cibeles 99% 99% 99%

2 La Luciérnaga 73% 87% 87%

3 U.C. Jurica 99% 100% 100%

4 U.C. Juriquilla 73% 90% 90%

5 U.C. Durango 100% 100% 100%

6 U.C. Xalapa 63% 97% 97%

7 Puerto Paraíso 100% 99% 99%

8 Kukulcán Plaza 100% 97% 99%

9 Puerta Texcoco NA 95% 95%

10 Nima Shops NA 73% 75%

11 Galerías Mall Sonora NA NA 85%

12 Galerías Tapachula NA NA 92%

13 Atrios NA NA 80%

Portafolio Total 91% 96% 92%
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Properties (acquired and not paid) 
 

 

 

It is worth noting that the occupancy rate of the acquired and paid properties since 
the beginning of operations and up to the third quarter of 2014 was 96% of GLA, the 
same as of the close of the prior quarter. This represents a high level of occupancy 
as the industry standard for shopping centers considers a property to be full when 
occupancy is around 95%. The occupancy of FibraShop’s 13-shopping center 
portfolio property at the close of the third quarter is 92%.  

It is also worth mentioning that the commercialization of the spaces that are pending 
to liquidate at Kukulcan Plaza and Puerto Paraiso is necessary to terminate their 
renovations. The total GLA of said shopping centers could vary from those presented 
in this report depending when the renovations are completed. 

 

2. Expansions and renovations 
 

Plaza Cibeles 

The expansion of Plaza Cibeles consists of the construction of a parking deck with 
three levels for approximately 43 thousand square meters, while expansion the 
shopping area’s GLA by approximately 15 thousand square meters and the addition 
of a department store (Sears) of about 9 thousand squared meters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Properties Initial SQM
Adquired and 

paid SQM

Additional 

rented SQM

Remaining 

SQM for rent

Kukulcán Plaza                     15,233                        5,249                        4,689                        5,295 

Puerto Paraíso                     15,398                        1,254                        2,500                     11,644 

Totals              30,631                6,503                7,189              16,939 
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We expect the renovations to be concluded in the second quarter of 2015 in 
accordance with the corresponding construction calendar. 

 

Plaza Kukulcan 

In Plaza Kukulcan the renovation of the Soriana store was completed. Presently, the 
store is being adapted to be ready for the planned opening next November. 

 

 

 

In terms of the renovation contract signed a few months ago with Forever 21, there 
is progress in the construction of the front of the store that is expanding towards the 
boulevard and affected tenants in the ground floor have been relocated.  
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The rendered images below illustrate how the entrance of Plaza Kukulcan will look 
once the renovation efforts are concluded. 

 

 

 

Puerto Paraiso 

 

As previously mentioned, the renovation of Puerto Paraiso is more thorough and 
implies the demolition of most of the second floor in order to create an open plaza in 
that level, together with the simplification of its lines to make it more in step with 
contemporary architectural designs as seen in the graphics below. 
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Below are the most recent pictures of the renovation process at Puerta Paraiso. 
Given that the plaza is currently under operations, construction is being done by 
stages, thus, during the first quarter of 2015 the ground level will be finished while 
the first level will be completed in the second quarter. 

 

     

 

Los Atrios 

As we announced during the acquisition, we signed a contract to establish a 
department store under the format Fabricas de Francia with a GLA of approximately 
6.5 thousand square meters. Construction has begun, as can be seen in the 
following images. 
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In Los Atrios case, we have planned to finish the store in order to be delivered to 
Liverpool during the first quarter of 2015.  

 
3. GLA and geographic distribution 

The total GLA of FibraShop (including new acquisitions) amounted to 381.1 
thousand square meters. The total GLA increased 56.4% with the acquisition of the 
Kimco Portfolio, and 171.2% with respect to the initial portfolio. 

 
The GLA does not include expansion construction in process (which approximately 
amount to a GLA of 25,000 square meters, and over 43,000 square meters in parking 
space), nor the area that is subject to be paid from the initial portfolio. 
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The following graph shows the geographic distribution of FibraShop’s portfolio, 
which is currently present throughout 12 states in Mexico. 
 

 

 

4. Analysis of Tenant Contracts 

FibraShop, in addition to continuously seeking to improve its presence in more states 
and cities, also has the objective to achieve a good diversification of its portfolio in 
terms of tenant type (by income and square meters). This also decreases the 
Company’s dependency on a few tenants for a majority of revenues (excluding 
parking lots). 

Below we present a chart that describes the distribution of the lease agreements by 
type of tenants, both in terms of total revenues (rent and maintenance) as well as 
percentage of the total GLA of the portfolio. 
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As seen in the previous charts, no sector represents more than 17.8% of FibraShop’s 
total revenues. As a result, this fragmentation strengthens the diversification of 
revenues by economic activity, and brings an adequate balance to the portfolio.  

Currently, the top 20 tenants represent approximately 30% of total revenues and 
56% of the total GLA as seen in the following tables.  

 

 

Sector %

Fashion 17.8%

Food 13.1%

Supermarket 7.4%

Entertainment 7.0%

Department Store 5.9%

Services 5.9%

Financial Services 5.2%

Movie Theater 4.9%

Sports 4.3%

Restaurant 4.3%

Shoes 4.2%

Furniture 3.9%

Electronics 3.2%

Gifts and Accesories 2.5%

Jewelry 2.2%

Various 2.1%

Others 1.9%

Stationary 1.8%

Hardware Store 1.5%

Cars and Motorcycle 1.0%

Total 100.0%

17.8%

13.1%

7.4%

7.0%
5.9%5.9%

5.2%

4.9%

4.3%

4.3%

4.2%

3.9%

3.2%
2.5%

2.1%
1.8%

Income by tenants' sector
Fashion

Food

Supermarket

Entertainment

Department Store

Services

Financial Services

Movie Theater

Sports

Restaurant

Shoes

Furniture

Electronics

Gifts and Accesories

Jewelry

Various

Others

Stationary

Hardware Store

Cars and Motorcycle

Sector %

Supermarket 20.0%

Department Store 12.0%

Fashion 11.4%

Entertainment 8.6%

Food 7.3%

Movie Theater 5.5%

Gifts and Accesories 4.9%

Furniture 3.7%

Hardware Store 3.6%

Financial Services 3.4%

Various 2.9%

Services 2.8%

Restaurant 2.7%

Sports 2.5%

Stationary 2.2%

Shoes 1.9%

Electronics 1.7%

Cars and Motorcycles 0.9%

Others 0.9%

Jewelry 0.9%

Total 100.0%

20%

12%

11%

9%
7%

5%

5%

4%

4%

3%

3%

3%
3%

2%
2% 1%

Leased area by tenants' sector
Supermarket

Department Store

Fashion

Entertainment

Food

Movie Theater

Gifts and Accesories

Furniture

Hardware Store

Financial Services

Various

Services

Restaurant

Sports

Stationary

Shoes

Electronics

Cars and Motorcycles

Others

Jewelry
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It is important to note that amongst the top 20 tenants, 18 of which are large national 
or international corporations. Similarly, we would like to highlight that no tenant 
represents more than 4.5% of revenues (excluding parking lots).    

The current portfolio has two types of lease agreements: 

 Those that have a fixed monthly rent  

 Those that have a base monthly rent and a variable component related to the 
tenant revenue stream (“variable rents”) 

Tenants with fixed rent represent 68% of the total GLA, and tenants with variable 
rent represent the remaining 32%. As a percentage of revenues, the tenants with 
fixed rent represent 84% of revenues, while those with variable rent represent 16%. 
The variable rent portion of leases amount to around 4% of the total rental revenues.  

 

 

Commercial Name Total % Commercial Name %

1 Wal-Mart 35,121        11.1% 1 Cinepolis 4.5%

2 Liverpool 21,519        6.8% 2 Liverpool 4.5%

3 Soriana 15,154        4.8% 3 Wal-Mart 4.3%

4 Cinemex 15,143        4.8% 4 Cinemex 2.5%

5 Cinepolis 14,013        4.4% 5 Home Depot 1.5%

6 Sears 13,320        4.2% 6 Soriana 1.5%

7 Luxury Avenue 12,375        3.9% 7 C&A 1.4%

8 Home Depot 11,512        3.6% 8 Ruth's Chris 1.3%

9 Sam's Club 9,177          2.9% 9 Suburbia 1.3%

10 Suburbia 5,752          1.8% 10 Sonora Grill Prime 1.0%

11 C&A 4,402          1.4% 11 Sears 1.0%

12 Fresko 3,583          1.1% 12 Sam's Club 1.0%

13 Office Depot 3,387          1.1% 13 Fresko 0.8%

14 Office Max 1,943          0.6% 14 Telcel 0.8%

15 Viana 1,763          0.6% 15 Office Depot 0.7%

16 Dico 1,676          0.5% 16 Nike 0.7%

17 Grupo Caliente 1,636          0.5% 17 Casino Central 0.7%

18 Nike 1,632          0.5% 18 HSBC 0.7%

19 Promoda 1,610          0.5% 19 Deportes Marti 0.6%

20 Caliente 1,503          0.5% 20 Office Max 0.6%

Total 176,221 55.8% Total 31.2%

TOP by GLA TOP by Income
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Finally, the following graph shows the maturity profile of the lease contracts of the 
current portfolio. 

 

 

 

As can be seen in the graph above, in none of the following years there’s a 
concentration of lease contract expirations greater than 13% of the leasable area of 
the portfolio of shopping centers. The remaining average term of the contracts is 
approximately 6 years and the weighted average by leasable area is 8 years. 

 

5. Future Acquisitions 

As of today, we have analyzed several properties and projects, of which 12 have 
been chosen with an estimated value of Ps. 5 billion pesos and a GLA of 
approximately 450 thousand square meters, which generate a estimated NOI of Ps. 
480 million.  
 
In addition, the founding partners have 10 projects that represent a GLA of 370 
thousand square meters and an estimated value of Ps. 4 billion. The Technical 
Committee at FibraShop has approved that up to 12% of the shareholder’s equity of 
the Company can be used to invest in the developments with the main objectives of: 
 

- Having a property inventory to acquire in the future, allowing the Company to 
secure its future growth. 

- Increase the profitability of FibraShop, given that the returns on developments 
are larger than those of already stabilized properties. 
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6. Level of Indebtedness and Debt Service Coverage Ratio 

In compliance with the regulation established by the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y 
de Valores (CNBV) 3 , FibraShop should inform the market of its Level of 
Indebtedness and the value of the Debt Service Coverage Ratio. 

At the close of the third quarter, FibraShop’s Level of Indebtedness was 19.95%.  It 
is worth noting that the regulatory limit is 50%. The calculation was made by dividing 
the total liabilities amounting to Ps 1.6 billion by total assets of Ps. 8,021.6 million. 

Additionally, the Debt Service Coverage Ratio was 1.38x (this index must be greater 
than 1). It is worth noting that to calculate the ratio we estimated that the current 
distribution policy, which includes the fiscal and financial results, is maintained and 
that there is no additional revenue growth from the expansion of Plaza Cibeles with 
expenses of Ps. 150 million and Los Atrios of Ps 40 million (for discretionary 
development). Following below is the calculation. 

 

 

 

Also noteworthy is that the line of credit referred to in this report for Ps. 3.2 billion 
has not been included in the ratio calculation, as it was signed after the end of this 
quarter.    

 

 

                                                           
3 Article 35 Bis 1 of the Resolution that modifies the general provisions applicable to securities issuers and 

other market participants. Published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación on June 17, 2014. 

ALo Liquid Assets 711,751     

IVAt Recoverable VAT 320,621     

UOt Estimated Operating Income -               

LRo Revolving credit lines 1,600,000 

It Estimated Interest Amortizations 120,200     

Pt Estimated Principal Amortizations 1,600,000 

Kt Estimated Recurring Capital Expenditures -               

Dt Estimated Non-recurring Capital Expenditures 190,000     

ICDt Debt Service Coverage Ratio 1.38           

AMOUNT FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE DSCR
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RESULTS AS OF THE THIRD QUARTER OF 2014 

1. Total Revenues 

During this quarter, the total revenues of FibraShop amounted to Ps. 157.09 million, 
of which Ps. 124.43 million was rental revenue, Ps. 26.05 million was maintenance 
revenue (both of which are in line with our expected budget) and Ps. 6.61 million 
was financial products.  

This represents an increase of 19.6% compared to the previous quarter and 59.8% 
compared to the same quarter a year ago (which had 67 days, which were converted 
into revenues of 91-days for comparison purposes). 

Total operating income for the third quarter (including rental and maintenance) 
amounted to Ps. 150.48 million, representing an increase of 23.5% from the previous 
quarter and 69.8% when compared to the same quarter last year.  Considering the 
same shopping centers (adjusting revenues to the properties that operated in the 
third quarter of 2013 for 67 days to a period of 91 days), the total operating income 
was 14% compared to the same quarter of the previous year. 

 

Operating Expenses 

The operating costs during the period amounted to Ps. 53.87 million and were 
distributed as follows: 

- Expenses related to the shopping centers’ daily operations, including 
corporate expenses, amounted to Ps. 43.28 million. 

- Insurance, property taxes, legal fees, auditing and independent members’ 
compensation amounted to Ps. 2.67 million. 

- The fee to the advisor of 7.5% of net operating income (NOI) amounted to Ps. 
7.92 million. 

 
NOI & EBITDA 
 
The net operating income (NOI) during the third quarter was Ps. 105.59 million, 
representing a margin over total revenues (excluding financial products) of 70.2% 
and an increase of 6.2% compared with the previous quarter. The NOI margin has 
evolved from 59.6% in the first quarter of operations to 70.2% this quarter. 

Similarly, EBITDA was Ps. 96.61 million, with a margin of 64.2%, an increase of 
6.3% if compared with last quarter’s margin. It is worth noting that EBITA margin 
evolved from 53.6% in the first quarter of operations to 64.2% this quarter. 
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The graph below shows the calculations for the net operating income or NOI: 

 

 

 

If we annualized the NOI in a simple form (multiplying the third quarter results by two 
and adding the NOI of the first two quarters) it would be of Ps. 354.51 million, which 
represents an approximate increase of 55.35% compared to the annualized results 
of 2013 (without considering the revaluation of the fixed assets). This comparison 
doesn’t account for the acquisition of Las Misiones. 

Net Operating Income (NOI) Calculation
For the period between July 1

and September 30, 2014

(figures expressed in thousands of MXP) Margin

Rental Revenues 124,426            

Other operating income 26,054              

Total de ingresos 150,480            

Operating Expenses 43,279              

Insurance 1,608                

Total de gastos 44,887              

Net Operating Income (NOI) 105,593       70.2%
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It is worth noting that for accounting purposes no depreciation was recorded, as 
FibraShop adopted the fair-value valuation method to register its properties, 
following IFRS.  Thus, the audited financial statements of 2013 recognize an asset 
revaluation income (related to the valuation of the original properties) of Ps. 75.55 
million. 

On the other hand, if we analyze the operating result of the shopping centers portfolio 
(isolating corporate expenses and expenses that are not inherent to the pure 
operation of properties, such as insurance, appraisals, property taxes, etc.) it is Ps. 
120.03 million and the margin over total revenues is 80.0%. 

 

 

 

 

2. Comprehensive Financial Cost 

At the close of the quarter, FibraShop has cash amounting to Ps. 711.15 million, 
some of which will be used for the acquisition of the shopping center knows as La 
Misiones in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua. 

During the quarter, FibraShop recorded a gain for investments made through its 
Treasury of Ps. 6.61 million and paid interests to exercise the initial bridge of Ps. 
1,600 million, of the Ps. 3,200 million credit it has singed with financial institutions in 
the amount of Ps. 11.12 million pesos. As a result, the comprehensive financial cost 
at the close of the quarter recorded an expense of Ps. 4.51 million. 

 

 

 

Properties Operating Margin Calculation
For the period between July 1

and September 30, 2014

(figures expressed in thousands of MXP) Amount Margin

Total revenues 150,480            

Properties Operating Expenses 30,072              

Properties Operating Income 120,408            80.0%

Other exprenses (insurance, IT, appraisals, landlord taxes) 3,379                

Properties Net Profit 117,029            77.8%
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3. Total Net Income 

Net income for the quarter reached Ps. 92.11 million, or Ps. 0.2603 per CBFI, 
considering that only 353,780,507 CBFIs were outstanding, which, in annualized 
terms, amounts to a yield of 5.97% considering the IPO price of Ps. 17.50 per CBFI 
and a yield of 5.88% considering the closing price of the quarter at Ps. 17.75 per 
CBFI.  

 

 

 
Similarly, is we annualized the net income in a simple form (multiplying the third 
quarter results by two and adding the previous two quarters) we would have a net 
income of approximately Ps. 356.48 million, which represents an increase of 38.20% 
compared to the annualized results of 2013 (excluding the revaluation of fixed 
assets). 

4. Balance Sheet 

FibraShop’s balance sheet at the close of the quarter had a balance of Ps. 711.75 
million to be used for acquisitions, expansion and debt payment of the properties 
acquired and not paid. 

It is important to mention that the VAT reimbursement to be recovered amounted to 
Ps. 320.62 million, which is primarily composed of the VAT corresponding to the 
acquisition of Puerta Texcoco, NIMA Shops and the KIMCO Portfolio.  
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RELEVANT EVENTS 

 
1. General Assembly of Holders 

On September 18, 2014 we celebrated a General Assembly of CBFI Holders in 
which the following resolutions were adopted: 

(i) approval to modify the Trust’s contract to adjust to the new legal dispositions 
issued by the authority this year; 

(ii) approval to use, and, if need be, an offer in Mexico and abroad of up to 
375,000,000 ( three hundred seventy five million) in CBFIs; 

(iii) approval to register CBFIs issued by the Trust; and, 

(iv) remove and name a substitute member for the Technical Committee of the Trust. 

 

2. Distribution to CBFI Holders  

On September 18, 2014, the Technical Committee of FibraShop determined to grant 
a cash distribution corresponding to this quarter. The total distribution for the quarter 
amounted to Ps. 95.52 million, which was paid on October 6, 2014. Of the total 
distribution, Ps. 26.33 million is taxable income (Ps. 0.0744 per CBFI) and Ps. 69.19 
million (Ps. 0.1956 per CBFI) correspond to the depreciation for fiscal purposes, 
amounting to Ps. 0.2700 per CBFI.  

Under the Mexican laws, a Fibra has the obligation to pay at least 95% of its net 
taxable income to the holders of CBFIs by March 15 of the following year.  
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ABOUT FIBRASHOP 

FibraShop (BMV: FSHOP 13), is the only real estate option in Mexico offering a 
specialization in the shopping malls segment that has a long-track experienced 
management in the commercial sector, a solid operating and corporate governance 
structure, which guarantees transparency, efficiency and a profitable and secure 
growth vehicle. 

FibraShop is an infrastructure and real estate trust formed to acquire, posses, 
administer and develop real estate in the shopping center segment in Mexico. The 
initial portfolio includes eight properties in four states of the Mexican Republic and 
one in Mexico City. FibraShop is administered by a group of experienced 
management specialized in the industry with a long track record and is advised 
externally by Fibra Shop Portafolios Inmobiliarios, S.A.P.I. de C.V. 

FibraShop’s goal is to provide attractive returns to CBFIs holders, through the stable 
distribution and capital appreciation. 

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS 

This report may contain certain forward-looking statements. Said forward-looking 
statements are not based on historic events but on the current views of the 
administration. We caution that certain declaration or estimates imply risks and 
uncertainties that can changed due to different factors that are not under the 
Company’s control. 

INVESTOR RELATIONS’ CONTACT IN MEXICO: 

Gabriel Ramírez Fernández, CFO, FibraShop  
Tel: +52 (55) 5292 1160 
Email: gramirez@fibrashop.mx 

Jorge López de Cárdenas Ramírez, Treasury 

Tel: +52 (55) 5292 1160 
Email: jlopez@fibrashop.mx 

INVESTOR RELATIONS’ CONTACT IN US: 

Lucia Domville, Grayling USA  
Tel: +1 (646) 284 9416 
Email: FibraShop@grayling.com 

 

 

mailto:gramirez@fibrashop.mx
mailto:jlopez@fibrashop.mx
mailto:lucia.domville@grayling.com
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MEDIA CONTACT IN MEXICO: 

Jesús A. Martínez-Rojas R.  
Grayling México 
Tel: +52 55 56441247 
Email: jesus.martinez-rojas@grayling.com 

 

Quarterly Earnings Conference Call: 

FibraShop will host a conference call to discuss 3Q14 and give an update on the 

business.  

Date:  Wednesday, October 29, 2014 

Time:   1:00 pm ET/ 11:00 am Mexico City 

Speakers:  Salvador Cayon, CEO, FibraShop 

                  Gabriel Ramirez, CFO, FibraShop 

  Irvin Garcia, Controller, FibraShop  

  Jorge López de Cárdenas, Head of Treasury & Administration FibraShop

  

Dial-in (U.S.): +1-877-407-8031 

Dial-in (Mexico): +1-201-689-8031 

 

Conference Call Replay: 

Dial-in (U.S.): +1-877-660-6853 

Dial-in (Mexico): +1-201-612-7415 

Conference ID#: 13591971 

 

  

mailto:jesus.martinez-rojas@grayling.com
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Multiple
Trust Number F/00854 and Subsidiaries

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

For the period ended at December 31, 2013 and for the

periods ended at September 30, 2014

(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)

(Unaudited)

Unaudited Unaudited Unaudited Unaudited

3Q 2014 3Q 2013 30-sep-14 3T 2013

Jul-Sep 67 days Accumulated 67 days

Rental revenues 124,426            52,043              300,952           52,043            

Other operating income 26,054              13,225              71,979             13,225            

Total revenues 150,480            65,268              372,931           65,268            

Operating expenses 43,279              16,559              119,281           16,559            

Insurance 1,608                512                    4,729                512                  

Advisory fees 7,924                3,615                18,669             3,615               

Other professional fees 1,059                444                    2,697                444                  

Total operating expenses 53,870              21,130              145,376           21,130            

OPERATING PROFIT 96,610              44,138              227,555           44,138            

64.20%

Finance income 6,612                7,107                28,138             7,107               

Finance expenses 11,117              -                     11,117             -                   

Finance charges (4,505)               7,107                17,021             7,107               

Update of VAT recovery -                     -                     19,758             -                   

Gain on sale of assets -                     -                     41                      -                   

NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD BEFORE TAXES 92,105              51,245              264,375           51,245            

Current and deferred income tax -                     -                     -                    -                   

NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD 92,105              51,245              264,375           51,245            

Number of CBFIs 353,780,507     353,780,507     353,780,507    353,780,507   

NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD PER CBFI 0.2603              0.1448              0.7473             0.1448            

PRELIMINARY NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD PER CBFI (1) 0.3298              0.3298            

ANNUALIZED NET PROFIT PER CBFI (Offering Price) 5.97% 4.30% 5.71% 4.30%

ANNUALIZED NET PROFIT PER CBFI (Closing Price) 5.88% 4.56% 5.50% 4.56%
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The Bank of New York Mellon, S.A., IBM
Trust Number F/00854 y Subsidiaries

INTERIM CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

As of September 30, 2014

(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)

(Unaudited)

Audited Unaudited

Dec-13 Sep-14

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 1,736,063           711,751                    

Accounts receivable 29,684                 59,931                      

Related parties 31,918                 4,813                        

Recoverable VAT 558,558               320,621                    

Prepaid expenses 6,232                   22,619                      

Other non-current assets 883                       18,289                      

Total current assets 2,363,338           1,138,024                

Investment properties 3,920,700           6,766,856                

Working process and proyects 10,994                 113,552                    

Intangible assets 391                       295                            

Deferred taxes 2,931                   2,931                        

TOTAL ASSETS 6,298,354           8,021,658                

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities

Suppliers 2,026                   15,674                      

Related parties 9,044                   23,026                      

Creditors 14,749                 78,063                      

Bank loans -                        1,580,904                

Tenants prepayments 895                       1,376                        

Total current liabilities 26,714                 1,699,043                

Tenants deposits 23,756                 47,522                      

Employee benefits 4,046                   4,545                        

TOTAL LIABILITIES 54,516                 1,751,110                

NET ASSETS

Net contributions 6,078,330           5,931,139                

Retained earnings (23,116)               75,034                      

Net profit for the period 188,624               264,375                    

TOTAL NET ASSETS 6,243,838           6,270,548                

TOTAL NET  AND LIABILITIES 6,298,354           8,021,658                
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Multiple
Trust Number F/00854 and Subsidiaries

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

For the period ended at December 31, 2013 and for the

periods ended at September 30, 2014

(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)

(Unaudited)

Net Retained

contributions earnings TOTAL

INITIAL CONTRIBUTION 6,106,594           -                6,106,594   

Distributions (28,264)               (22,982)        (51,246)        

Net profit for the period 188,624       188,624       

Other comprehensive items (134)              (134)              

TOTAL NET ASSETS AT DECEMBER 31, 2013 6,078,330           165,508       6,243,838   

Distributions (101,004)             (136,661)     (237,665)     

Net profit for the period 264,375       264,375       

TOTAL NET ASSETS AT SEPTEMBER 30, 2014 5,977,326           293,222       6,270,548   
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Multiple
Trust Number F/00854 and Subsidiaries

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOW

For the period ended at December 31, 2013 and for the

periods ended at September 30,2014

(Expressed in thousands of Mexican Pesos)

(Unaudited)

Unaudited Unaudited

Sep-14 Sep-13

Operating activities:

Net profit for the period 264,375         52,245

Adjustments for:

Finance income (28,138)         -

Finance expenses 11,117           -

Employee benefits 1,063             -

Expense provisions 6,042             

Depreciation and amortization 793                 -

249,210         58,287

Accounts receivable (30,247)         (37,814)         

Related parties 41,087           (1,325)            

Recoverable taxes and other current assets 220,531         (579,442)       

Prepaid expenses (16,387)         -

Suppliers 13,648           2,686             

Creditors 62,750           11,350           

Tenants prepayments 481                 -

Tenants deposits 23,766           345                 

Net cash (used in) generated by operating activities 564,839         (545,913)       

Investing activities :

Debt settlement from initial portfolio properties - (518,293)       

Finance income 28,138           -

Acquisition of investment properties and other assets (2,846,454)   -

Investment in working process and proyects (102,558)       -

Acquisition of intangible assets (398)               (391)               

Net cash used in investing activities (2,921,273)   (518,684)       

Financing activities:

Proceeds from the issuance of CBFIs, net of issue expenses - 2,781,042     

Finance expenses (11,117)         -

Bank loans 1,600,000     -

Bank commision (19,096)         -

Distributions (237,665)       -

Net cash generated (used in) investing activities 1,332,122     2,781,042     

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents (1,024,312)   1,715,445     

Cash and cash equivalents at the begining of the period 1,736,063     -

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 711,751         1,715,445     
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CI Banco, S.A., Institución de Banca Múltiple 

Irrevocable Trust Number F/00854 and its Subsidiaries  

Notes to the intermediate financial consolidated statements 

For the period starting January 1 to September 30, 2014 

(Non-audited) 

(Figures in thousands of pesos) 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION  

FibraShop (FSHOP) is a real estate trust formed by the contract Fideicomiso 

F/00854 dated June 21, 2013, that was celebrated between Fibra Shop Portafolios 

Inmobiliarios, S.A.P.I de C.V. (Trustee), The Bank of New York Mellon, S.A. IBM 

(Fiduciary) (now CI Banco, S.A. IBM), Deustche Bank Mexico, S.A. IBM (Common 

representative) through the public notarization of the act number 39,222 granted by 

Mr. José Luis Villavicencio Castañeda, Public Notary number 218 in Mexico City. 

FSHOP headquarters are located in Juan Salvador Agraz number 40, 15 Floor, Col. 

Lomas de Santa Fe, Zip Code 05109, Mexico City, Mexico. 

On July 24, 2013, Fibra Shop began trading at the Bolsa Mexicana de Valores under 

the ticker symbol FSHOP13, through the initial public offer of CBFIs (certificados 

bursátiles fiduciarios inmobiliarios), of up to 213,474,034 CBFIs, including 

40,742,752 for the overallotment option and 98,887,063 CBFIs for the secondary 

option.  

Fibra Shop is a trust created to acquire, posses, administer and develop real estate 

properties in the shopping mall segment in Mexico. The initial portfolio includes eight 

properties in four states of the Mexican Republic, and one in Mexico City, as shown 

in the table below. 

   Properties Type Location 

1 Plaza Cibeles Super Regional Irapuato 

2 La Luciérnaga Regional San Miguel de Allende 

3 Urban Center Jurica Community Center Querétaro 

4 Urban Center Juriquilla Community Center Querétaro 

5 Urban Center Condesa Durango Community Center México D.F. 

6 Urban Center Xalapa Community Center Xalapa 

7 Plaza Puerto Paraíso Regional Cabo San Lucas 

8 Kukulcán Plaza Regional Cancún 

9 Puerta Texcoco Super Regional Texcoco 

10 Urban Center NIMA Shops Community Center Puerto Vallarta 

11 Galerías Mall Sonora Regional Hermosillo 

12 Galerías Tapachula Regional Tapachula 

13 Los Atrios Regional Cuautla 
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2. PREPARATION BASIS 

 

(a) Declaration of compliance 

The consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with the 

International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) issued by the International 

Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The consolidated financial statements of Fibra 

Shop and its controlled entities will be addressed going forward as FSHOP.  

FSHOP has been chosen to present a single consolidated integral financial 

statement and present its expenses. 

The cash flow from the operating activities is presented using the indirect method. 

The rental revenues of the properties, along with deposits received and paid, will be 

treated as cash flow from the operating activities. The acquisition of investment 

properties are presented as cash flow from investment activities and represent more 

directly the commercial activities of FSHOP. 

This condensed consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with 

NIC 34 Intermediate Financial Information. The explanatory notes are included to 

reveal events and relevant transactions in order to understand FSHOP. The 

intermediate consolidated condensed financial statements do not include all 

information and events required in the annual consolidated financial statements. 

On October 23, 2014, the Technical Committee of FSHOP approved the 

presentation of the condensed consolidated financial statements corresponding to 

the third quarter of 2014. 

 

 (b) Estimates and criteria 

The preparation of the condensed consolidated intermediate financial statements 

requires that the administration makes estimates and assumptions that affect the 

application of the accounting policies, and thus, the amounts reported under assets 

and liabilities, revenues and expenses. The real results can differ from the said 

estimates. 
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For the preparation of the condensed consolidated intermediate financial 

statements, the administration adopted the accounting policies described in the 

present notes, which will be applicable consistently going forward, unless some 

relevant changes need to be applied because of economic conditions or activities of 

FSHOP that justified said changes. The notes to the consolidated financial 

statements establish areas that involved a greater sense of complexity or areas 

where the assumptions are relevant for the consolidated financial report, such as the 

estimate of the reasonable value of the investment properties, the estimates of past 

due accounts receivables, among others. 

 (c) Corporate information 

The NIC 34 requires statements for the net income, the changes to the shareholders’ 

equity, cash flow for the intermediate comparing quarters (for the period and 

accumulated) for the prior year. Given that FSHOP started operating as of July 24, 

2013, therefore comparative statements with the same quarter of that year and 

cumulative results do not comprise the same number of operating days. 

 

3. SUMMARY OF RELEVANT ACCOUNT POLICIES 

The main accounting policies adopted for the preparation of the condensed 

consolidated intermediate financial statements are consistent with those that were 

used in the preparation of the consolidated annual financial statements at the end of 

the period of December 31, 2013. 

Consolidation basis 

The consolidated financial statements of FSHOP incorporate the assets and 

liabilities of the controlling entities of FSHOP as of September 30, 2014, and its 

results for the period from January 1, 2014, to September 30, 2014. The effects on 

the balance and transactions are eliminated within the Group, as well as all of the 

revenues and non-realized expenses derived from the transactions within the Group 

in preparing the consolidated financial statements. The controlling Groups are those 

whose main financial and operating policies are determined by FSHOP in its ruling 

capacity. When control is gained over of one of the entity during the year, its results 

are included in the integral consolidated statements as of the date in which it took 

control. When control of an entity stops in the year, the results are included only 

during the part of the year when it was controlled. 
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Financial information by segment 

The operating segments are identified as those according to the internal reports of 

management that are part of the Group, which are being reviewed by senior 

management and have been identified as key to the operational decision making 

process, to assign resources to certain segments and evaluate their performance. 

The information presented by senior management for the effect of assigning 

resources and evaluating the performance is mostly focused on the size of the 

properties, which correspond to three segments or formats. The commercial 

properties which have a GLA above 40,000 square meters are denominated as 

Super Regional, those with a GLA above 10,000 square meters are denominated 

Regional, and finally, the properties below those dimensions are known as 

community centers. 

The information regarding investment assets and segments are based on the 

financial information derived from the application of the main accounting policies. 

Revenue recognition 

Sale revenues are quantified as reasonable value of the service provided or to be 

received. Sales revenues per income source are the following: 

Rental revenues 

Rental revenues on investment properties are recognized as sale revenues in the 

financial statements in terms of the lease contracts and in direct line during the 

contract period. 

Certain incentives for tenants can be offered to sign operating contracts that are not 

cancelable. Said incentives can be assumed in various forms, including non-rental 

periods, variable or stepped rents, among others. 

Maintenance revenues 

Maintenance revenues of investment properties are mainly derived from the cost of 

maintenance in the commercial properties that are charged to tenants for the correct 

functioning and adequate maintenance of the shopping centers. 

Other revenues 

Other revenues include the payments received in relation to the termination of 

maintenance contracts as well as other extraordinary revenues that can be present 

in the operations of FSHOP. 
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4. INCOME IN THE PERIOD  

Net income for the period amounted to Ps. 96,610 thousand and Ps. 227,555 

thousand in accumulated terms, including revenues, costs and expenses realized 

for the normal operation and maintenance of the shopping centers that are part of 

the shareholders’ equity of FSHOP. 

Said operating income includes own expenses from the investment properties in the 

total amount of Ps. 44,887 thousand in the quarter and Ps. 123,950 thousand in 

accumulated terms, as well as corporate expenses, which stand for expenses 

necessary to administer FHSOP and maintain it as public company, which in the 

period corresponds to advisor fees, auditor and independent member payments that 

amounted in the quarter to Ps. 8,983 thousand and Ps. 21,366 thousand in 

accumulated terms.  

The financial products for the period totaled Ps. 6,612 thousand in the quarter and 

Ps. 28,138 thousand in accumulated terms, which come from the resources 

maintained in cash and investments in short term instruments amounting to Ps. 

711,751 thousand. Said resources are mainly derived from the initial public offer 

placed on July 24, 2013. During the year we recorded income of Ps. 19,758 

thousand related to the VAT reimbursement by SAT to FSHOP in the month of 

March.  

The total net income amounted to Ps. 92,105 thousand in the quarter and Ps. 

264,375 thousand in accumulated terms. 

 

5. FINANCIAL INFORMATION BY SEGMENT 

The following information presented by segment corresponds to the period ending 

September 30, 2014. 

 

 

 

 
Segment Rental 

Income 

Current leased 

area sqm 

Investment Properties Average monthly 

rental Income 

1 Super Regional 13,696 116,068 2,077,685 118.00 

2 Regional 27,948 181,671 3,863,695 153.84 

3 Community Center 5,709 32,222 822,409 177.18 

 Totals 47,353 329,961 6,763,789 143.51 
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6. OPERATIONAL SEASONALITY  

Seasonality effects do affect FSHOP’s operations given the characteristics of the 

properties and the contracts due to summer vacation, holiday season, among others. 

 

7. PAID OR DECLARED  

The Technical Committee of FSHOP has determined the payment of quarterly 

distributions to holders of CBFIs, and during the current reported period it reported 

a total distribution amounting to Ps. 83,170 thousand (Ps. 0.2351 per CBFI), which 

corresponds to the second quarter of 2014. It is worth noting that during the meeting 

on September 18, 2014, the Technical Committee determined a distribution for the 

current reported period as stated in the following item 8.  

 

8. DISTRIBUTION PER CBFI  

The table below presents the income per CBFI (certificado bursátil fiduciario) of 

FSHOP, corresponding to the reported period as well as the prior one. 

 

Concept Quantity 1Q14 Quantity 2Q14 Quantity 3Q14 

CBFIs outstanding 353,780,507 353,780,507 353,780,507 

Net Distribution for the period (thousand pesos) $89,053 $83,174 $95,520 

Distribution per CBFI 
$0.2517 $0.2351 $0.2700 
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9. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES  

As of September 30, 2014, the investment properties portfolio of FSHOP was 

composed by 13 shopping centers, as follows: 

 

 Properties 
GLA  

m2 

Asset value 

(thousands of 

pesos) 

1 Plaza Cibeles  56,065 1,138,304 

2 La Luciérnaga  21,807 267,800  

3 Urban Center Jurica  8,524 238,200 

4 Urban Center Juriquilla  9,705 225,900 

5 Urban Center Condesa Durango  1,454 68,200 

6 Urban Center Xalapa  8,548 172,600 

7 Plaza Puerto Paraíso  19,914 1,131,676 

8 Kukulcán Plaza  20,986 897,563 

9 Puerta Texcoco 60,003 939,381 

10 Urban Center NIMA Shops 3,991 117,509 

11 Galerías Mall Sonora 40,623 645,023 

12 Galerías Tapachula 33,879 528,373 

13 Plaza los Atrios 44,462 393,260 

  Totales 329,961 6,763,789 

 

The total investment properties were acquired during the third quarter of 2013 with 

the exception of Plaza Texcoco, which was acquired in the first quarter of 2014, 

NIMA Shops during the second quarter of 2014, and the KIMCO Portfolio during the 

third quarter of 2014. The investment properties are subject to an independent 

appraisal, which will be reflected in the annual audited financial statements. 

 

10. DEBT 

The short-term liabilities are exclusively Ps. 15,647 thousand and correspond to 

supplier payments, Ps. 23,026 thousand to related parties, Ps. 78,063 thousand in 

accumulated liabilities, Ps. 1,376 thousand in clients’ down payments and a bank 

bridge loan of Ps. 1,580,904. The long-term liabilities that FSHOP had at the close 

of the quarter were related to the deposits in guarantee for tenants of different 

shopping centers, which amounted to Ps. 47,522 thousand and Ps. 4,545 thousand 

in labor liabilities. 
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11. CONTRIBUTED NET ASSETS (EQUITY) 

The CBFIs are traded at Bolsa Mexicana de Valores under the ticker symbol FSHOP 

13, following the initial public offer on July 24, 2013, at a price of Ps. 17.50 per CBFI.  

The shareholders’ equity of FSHOP as of September 30, 2014 was comprised by 

353,780,507 certificates, and the shareholders’ equity total value is of Ps. 6,270,548 

thousand, including Ps. 5,931,139 thousand in net contributions, Ps. 75,034 

thousand in accumulated revenues, and Ps. 264,264 thousand corresponding to net 

income in the period. 

The CBFIs issued by FSHOP grants holders the right to a portion of the benefits, 

products, and if entitled, the residual value of the assets and rights of FSHOP, and 

the product of the sales of the assets or property rights or the trust’s fund, following 

the terms established in the trust’s contract.  

 

12. ADMINISTRATION OF CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL RISK 

The goals and policies of the financial risk administration of the Group are 

established by the Technical Committee, following its corporate by-laws. 

 

13. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCY LIABILITIES  

FSHOP, as part of the investment properties portfolio, has a GLA of 24,000 square 

meters of commercial space acquired and not paid. Among the said space there is 

an area undergoing renovation and revitalization processes by one of the 

contributing members and, following the terms of the agreement, will be acquired 

once they have been rented, after having been approved by the Technical 

Committee. 
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14. RELATED PARTIES INFORMATION  

Following are the information highlights of FSHOP related parties: 

Grupo Cayón, Grupo Frel and Central de Arquitectura, the contributing members of 

the initial FSHOP portfolio are the controlling members of the Trust. Said groups will 

continue sharing its expertise in the sector, generating new investment opportunities 

for investment for FSHOP. Through the refer contract of the control group of the 

Trust, FSHOP has the first refusal right for the acquisition of properties in 

development by the three groups, although all transactions must be approved by the 

Technical Committee, and have to have the favorable vote of the majority of the 

independent board members. Additionally, the control group of the trust has a non-

compete clause. 

 

15. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS 

Distribution to Holders 

On October 6, 2014, the Technical Committee determined the quarterly distribution 

in cash for the third quarter of 2014, amounting to a total of Ps. 95,520 thousand, 

which equals to Ps. 0.2700 per CBFI and comprises the fiscal result, such as 

depreciation for fiscal purposes and other differences between the taxable income, 

and the financial income. 

 

 


